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Abstract

In the past decades, several emendations of Gödel’s (resp. Scott’s) modal ontological argument have been proposed, many of which preserve the intended conclusion (the necessary existence of God), while avoiding a controversial side result of the Gödel/Scott variant called the “modal collapse”, which expresses that there are no contingent truths (everything is determined, there is no free will). In this paper we provide a summary on recent computer-supported verification studies on some of these modern variants of the ontological argument. The purpose is to provide further evidence that the interaction with the computer technology, which we have developed together with colleagues over the past years, can not only enable the formal assessment of ontological arguments, but can, in fact, help to sharpen our conceptual understanding of the notions and concepts involved. From a more abstract perspective, we claim that interreligious understanding may be fostered by means of formal argumentation and, in particular, formal logical analysis supported by modern interactive and automated theorem proving technology.

1 Introduction

Is religious rational argumentation possible? Or is religion a conversation-stopper? A positive answer to the first question requires us to find a way of acknowledging the variety of religious beliefs, while at the same time recognising that we all share, at heart, a similar assortment of concepts and are thus able to successfully understand each other (e.g. by drawing similar inferences in similar situations). Negative answers to this question often rely on the assumption that religious beliefs provide a conceptual framework through which a believer’s worldview is structured, which in turn implies the futility of any interpretation effort of religious discourse, given the
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incommensurability between the conceptual schemes of speakers and interpreters belonging to different creeds.¹

In this paper we argue for the possibility of effective interreligious understanding through the means of rational argumentation and, in particular, formal logic supported by modern interactive and automated theorem proving technology. Drawing upon past experience with the computer-assisted reconstruction and assessment of ontological arguments for the existence of God [11, 10, 9, 21], we aim at illustrating how it is indeed possible to use formal logic as a common ground for metaphysical and theological discussions. An interesting insight of this work concerns the conception of logic as an *ars explicandi*, in which the process of understanding (explicating) metaphysical and theological concepts take place in the very practice of argumentation (i.e. by using them to draw logical inferences). Thus, formal logic may help us to make explicit the inferential role played by the argument’s concepts and thus better understand their meaning. In the context of a formalised argument (in some chosen logic), this task of conceptual explication can be carried out e.g. by direct definition or by axiomatising conceptual interrelations. The suitability of these axioms and definitions can then be evaluated by computing the logical validity of the formalised argument.²

We also want to highlight the prospects of using computers to systematically explore the many different inferential possibilities latent in a given argument. By utilising automated theorem proving technology we are able to engage efficiently in the speculative enterprise of coming up with new ideas (e.g. new axioms or definitions for explicating a concept) and testing them in real-time with the help of automated tools. In this paper we will illustrate how this approach has been put into practice in several case studies concerning ontological arguments for the existence of God and how this had led to interesting conceptual insights. In the following sections we therefore present and discuss some exemplary applications of computer-assisted formal methods to the analysis and critical assessment of ontological arguments for the existence of God in the spirit of computational metaphysics.³ The arguments to be analysed draw upon Kurt Gödel’s [22] modern variant of the ontological argument for the existence of God. Gödel’s ontological argument [22] (Section 2) is amongst the most discussed formal proofs in modern literature. Several authors, including e.g. [30, 3, 2, 14, 24, 19], have proposed emendations with the aim of retaining its main conclusion (the necessary existence of God) while at the same time blocking the inference of the so-called modal collapse (whatever is the case is so necessarily)

¹Terry Godlove has convincingly argued in [23] against what he calls the “framework theory” in religious studies, according to which, for believers, religious beliefs shape the interpretation of most of the objects and situations in their lives. Here Godlove relies on Donald Davidson’s rejection of “the very idea of a conceptual scheme” [17].

²According to a well-known principle of interpretation, the principle of charity, “we make maximum sense of the words and thoughts of others when we interpret in a way that optimises agreement” [17]. We draw upon the principle of charity to presume (and foster) the logical validity of the argument we aim at analysing.

³Computational metaphysics is an emerging, interdisciplinary field aiming at the rigorous formalisation and deep logical assessment of philosophical arguments in an automated reasoning environment. This term was originally coined by Fitelson and Zalta in [18] as a way to describe the application of modern computer technologies to the centuries-old program of axiomatic metaphysics: applying the axiomatic method (“reasoning from first principles”) to problems in philosophy, particularly in metaphysics.
The modal collapse is an undesirable side-effect of the axioms postulated by Gödel (and Scott). It essentially states that there are no contingent truths and everything is determined. The modal collapse is in fact successfully avoided in the variants of the argument as proposed by Anderson [3, 2] (Section 3) and Fitting [19] (Section 4).

2 Gödel's Ontological Argument

Gödel's variant of the ontological argument is a direct descendant of Leibniz's, which in turn derives from Descartes'. All these arguments have a two-part structure: (i) prove that God's existence is possible, and (ii) prove that God's existence is necessary, if possible. The main conclusion (God's necessary existence) then follows from (i) and (ii), either by modus ponens (in non-modal contexts) or by invoking some axioms of modal logic (notably, but not necessarily as we will see, the so-called modal logic system S5).

Part I - Proving that God's existence is possible

We start out with definition D1 (Godlike) and axioms A1-A3.

D1 Being Godlike is equivalent to having all positive properties.

A1 Exactly one of a property or its negation is positive.

A2 Any property entailed by a positive property is positive.

A3 The combination of any collection of positive properties is itself positive.

From A1 and A2 follows theorem T1:

T1 Every positive property is possibly instantiated (if a property P is positive, then it is possible that some being has property P).

From D1 and A3 follows:

T2 Being Godlike is a positive property.

From T1 and T2 follows:

T3 Being Godlike is possibly instantiated.

Part II - Proving that God's existence is necessary, if possible

D2 A property E is the essence of an individual x iff x has E and all of x's properties are entailed by E.4

A4 Positive (negative) properties are necessarily positive (negative).

From A1 and A4 (using definitions D1 and D2) follows:

4The underlined part in definition D2 has been added by Scott [30]. Gödel [22] originally omitted this part; more on this in Section 2.3 below.
Figure 1: Definitions of the Modal Logic Connectives in Isabelle/HOL

T4 Being Godlike is an essential property of any Godlike individual.

D3 Necessary existence of an individual is the necessary instantiation of all its essences.

A5 Necessary existence is a positive property.

From T4 and A5 (using D1, D2, D3) follows:

T5 (The property of) being Godlike, if instantiated, is necessarily instantiated.

And finally from T3, T5 (together with some implicit modal axioms, e.g. S5) the existence of (at least a) God follows:

T6 Being Godlike is actually instantiated.

Figure 2 presents the formalisation of the above argument in the proof assistant Isabelle/HOL [26], which is based on classical higher-order logic [4, 6]. The
definitions of the modal logic connectives are provided in the imported theory file IHOML.thy as presented in Fig. 1. Explanations and justifications for the provided definitions are available in various earlier papers, see e.g. [8, 21, 20].

2.1 The Concept of Entailment

While Leibniz provides an informal proof for the compatibility of all perfections (i.e. positive properties), Gödel postulates this as a third-order axiom (A3: the conjunction/combination of any collection of positive properties is positive). As shown above, the only use of A3 is to prove that being Godlike is positive (T2). Noting this, Scott has proposed taking T2 directly as an axiom (which we do in Sections 3 and 4 as well).

Notice that in order to prove T1, Gödel assumes A2 (any property entailed by a positive property is positive). As we have discussed in previous work [20, 21], the success of this argumentation depends on the way Gödel formalises the notion of entailment in classical logic: Property \( x \) entails property \( Y \) if and only if it is necessary that every (existing) being that has property \( x \) also has property \( Y \).

The definition of property entailment as formalised by Gödel can be criticised on the grounds that it lacks some notion of relevance, since an impossible property (like being a round square) would entail any property (like being a triangle). Moreover, when we assert that property \( A \) does not entail property \( B \), we implicitly assume that \( A \) is possibly instantiated (since there exists at least one being that has \( A \) but does not have \( B \)). It is by virtue of these subtleties that Gödel's original formulation manages to prove T1. Since positive properties cannot entail negative ones (because of A2), positive properties need to be possibly instantiated.

Such 'question-begging' aspects, as discussed above, could only be made explicit and discussed thanks to the fact that Gödel exposed his argument using a formal language. Other, pure natural-language versions of the ontological argument may well contain similar logical peculiarities which have so far remained undetected. An alternative formalisation of the concept of entailment would eventually suitably emend this criticism of Gödel's argument. However, it would eventually lead to issues (maybe even inconsistency) in other parts of the argument. We are convinced that the computer-assisted application of formal logic as exemplified in Figs. 2 and 3 constitutes a most promising way of bringing such logical and conceptual issues to the surface. This vision is shared by other researchers; see e.g. the related works by Zalta [27, 1] and Rushby [28, 29].

---

5See e.g. Leibniz’s “Two Notations for Discussion with Spinoza” [25]. For a genealogy of Gödel's argument refer to [19] p.133ff.

6Consider e.g. the computer-assisted formalisation of Leibniz's theory of concepts in [1], where the Leibnizian notion of concept containment is discussed.
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Figure 2: Gödel's Ontological Argument in Isabelle/HOL (to be continued in Fig. 3)
2.2 Modal Logic KB, versus Modal Logic S5

By exploring the many different possibilities of combining axiom systems in our framework, we can quickly verify that the above argument is indeed already provable in the comparably weak modal logic KB; cf. also [10, 13]. Logic KB (only) assumes that transition relations between possible worlds are symmetric. Modal logic S5, in contrast, assumes that the transition relations are equivalence relations. The symmetry of transition (or accessibility) relations is postulated in Fig. 2 in line 23. Symmetry, as a semantic, meta-level condition, corresponds to what is usually called the ‘B’ axiom: if a statement A is the case, then A is necessarily possibly the case.\(^7\) Note that logic KB is needed only in Part II of the argument. Part I only requires modal logic K.

Gödel’s original argument was (presumably) aimed at being formalised in what logicians call nowadays an S5 modal logic, which features, amongst others, the following principle: if a statement A is possibly the case, then A is necessarily possibly the case. The argument has in fact been criticised for implying this rather strong and unintuitive assertion. Due to the use of logic KB we are here not committed to accept such controversial implications.

Consistency of the argument’s assumptions is guaranteed for both logics, KB and S5. This has been confirmed by the model finder Nitpick [15]; cf. line 33 of Fig. 2 (for KB) and line 88 of Fig. 3 (for S5).

2.3 The Notion of Essence and Inconsistency

Another important result of previous work [11, 12], arrived at by the use of automated theorem provers, is as follows: Gödel’s original formulation of the argument is logically inconsistent, i.e., its premises can be used to derive a logical contradiction. The problem is that Gödel originally defined essence as:

\[ \exists Y \; \forall x \; (Y \rightarrow \forall Z \; x \rightarrow Y \supset Z) \]

D2’ A property Y is the essence of an individual x if all of x’s properties are entailed by Y.

We can ask ourselves if, according to the original definition D2’, individuals must also exemplify their essential properties (since it is not explicitly required in the definition). While a positive answer to this question may correspond to our intuitions, the definition given by Gödel in [22] omits the requirement and allows for individuals not exemplifying their essential properties. As a controversial consequence, non-exemplified (empty) properties, such as the property of being self-different, are in fact becoming essential properties of any individual according to Gödel’s notion of essence. And, as shown in previous work [11, 12] with the help of automated theorem provers (not repeated here due to space restrictions), this controversial consequence in fact renders Gödel’s theory inconsistent. As discussed in detail\(^7\) automated theorem provers can in fact prove this well known correspondence within our framework; this is, however, not shown here due to space restrictions, cf. [8, 7, 5] for further information on this aspect.
more detail in [12], this inconsistency holds already in base logic K, and thus also in
logics KB (as used above) and S5, which are both extensions of K.

The intuitive additional requirement in D2 was added by Dana Scott [30]. When
Scott's definition D2 is used (as we do above), then consistency can be shown with
the help of automated model finders; cf. line 33 in Fig. 2. Scott's modification of
definition D2 has thus brought consistency back to this argument.

An interesting corollary of this definition of essence is that essences characterise
individuals completely (since they entail all of their properties); cf. line 36 in Fig. 2.

2.4 Modal Collapse

The second part of Gödel's argument features some philosophically controversial,
implicit commitments, such as modal collapse (everything that is the case is nec-
essarily the case), which directly attacks our self-understanding as agents having a
free will; and the assertion that whatever is possibly necessarily the case is thereby
actually the case.

The modal collapse, originally detected by Sobel [31, 32], has been confirmed as
a side-effect of Gödel's argument in various previous experiments with automated
theorem provers; see e.g. [10, 13, 21].

The modal collapse is independent of whether definition D2 or D2’ is applied, or
whether logic KB or S5 is used. For Gödel's axiom and definitions from Fig. 2 the
modal collapse is proved in lines 36-42 of Fig. 3.

The modal collapse formula

\[ [\forall \phi, (\phi \rightarrow (\Box \phi))] \]

reads as: “everything that is the case is so necessarily”. This entails the following
statement as a corollary: “for every property P, any individual having property P has
P necessarily”. Modal collapse is not only a quite unintuitive assertion, but also has
many profound metaphysical repercussions. As an example, if it is the case that it is
sunny in Berlin on August 16, 2018, then this is so necessarily, i.e., it is impossible
that it could have been otherwise (and the same would apply to any other state of
affairs). Other corollaries also seem intuitively quite controversial: if I happen to
own a blue car, then my owning a blue car is a necessary fact, i.e., I could never
have owned just a red car instead; somehow, owning a blue car is an essential
trait of mine, it is part of my identity. Modal collapse implies that this happens
for every single property we happen to exemplify (like owning a blue car, being
brown eyed, being married to x, having done such and such, etc.). In particular,
modal collapse implies that we have no agency whatsoever to choose our actions:
anything we (seem to) have done so far has merely been imposed by providence
upon us (simply because things could not have been otherwise). This is the reason
why modal collapse has been associated with lack of free will.

2.5 Positive Properties, Negative Properties and Axiom A4

A positive property can be seen as Gödel's counterpart to what Leibniz calls a per-
fecion, which, being an important concept in Leibnizian ethics, can be expected to
Figure 3: Gödel's Ontological Argument in Isabelle/HOL (continued from Fig. 2)
play an important moral role in his argument. After all, God, being infinitely good (i.e. perfect), is defined by both Leibniz and Gödel as having all positive properties (perfections).

Premise A4 in Gödel’s argument (in logic KB) in fact implies the following: “Non-positive properties are necessarily non-positive”; cf. line 37 in Fig. 2. After some moral paraphrasing, we could thus read A4 and this corollary as: “Virtues are necessarily virtuous” and “Non-virtues are necessarily non-virtuous”.

Assuming as an implicit premise that non-positive properties are negative, i.e., that a non-virtue is a vice:

D4 X is a negative property := X is not a positive property,

we obtain as a corollary that “Negative properties are necessarily negative”; cf. corollary C3 in line 39 in Fig. 3. Modulo some moral paraphrasing, this can also be read as “Moral vices are necessarily vicious”.

The statements A4 and C3 are equivalent to saying that the (second-order) predicates “is a positive property” and “is a negative property” (being a moral virtue or vice) apply to the same properties in all conceivable situations.\(^8\) As an example, consider the moral virtue of honesty: Can we imagine an alternative ‘world’ in which being honest is not a virtue? In such a ‘world’, being dishonest would be a virtue, while being honest would be a vice (assuming Gödel’s premise A1). Many different intuitions concerning this question are legitimate and have indeed been defended in the history of philosophy. For instance, (second-order) essentialist positions would answer this question negatively: being a virtue is an essential property of, say, honesty.\(^9\) Others would argue, for instance, that, had the world developed in a quite radically different way (or considering a fundamentally different cultural context), many of the properties we call virtues would not be that virtuous (consider honesty this time in some kind of law-of-the-jungle scenario).

2.6 Positive Properties and Ultrafilters

Gödel’s notion of positive properties can be linked to the set theoretical concept of an ultrafilter. Again, automated theorem provers can be employed to explore some interesting results in this regard. Providing such a link to a mathematically well investigated structure may indeed help to further sharpen the understanding of the concept of positive properties.

An ultrafilter \(U\) is a special filter\(^10\) on a set \(X\), so that for each subset \(A\) of \(X\) we have that either \(A\) or its complement \(X \setminus A\) is an element of \(U\). Ultrafilters are in this sense maximal, they cannot be further refined. In the specific context given here, we are interested in ultrafilters on the powerset of individuals. This is because the notion of positive properties applies to (world-dependent) predicates, i.e. sets, of...
For this special case an ultrafilter $U$ can be defined as follows. Given a set $X$, an ultrafilter $U$ (on the powerset of $X$) is a set of subsets of $X$ such that:

- $\emptyset$ (the empty set) is not an element of $U$.
- If $A$ and $B$ are subsets of $X$, the set $A$ is a subset of $B$, and $A$ is an element of $U$, then $B$ is also an element of $U$.
- If $A$ and $B$ are elements of $U$, then so is the intersection of $A$ and $B$.
- If $A$ is a subset of $X$, then either $A$ or its relative complement $X \setminus A$ is an element of $U$.

Note that the properties/predicates $A$ and $B$ in our given context are world-dependent (intensional) concepts, i.e. they are technically defined as binary predicates operating on individuals and possible worlds. When reading these binary predicates as characteristic functions, then, in the light of the above definition, they correspond to sets $A$ and $B$ consisting of pairs of individuals and possible worlds.

This short exhibition of ultrafilters on powersets of pairs of individuals and possible worlds should motivate and explain the definition of an ultrafilter as presented in lines 53 to 61 in Fig. 3 (where sets of pairs are encoded as binary predicates).

The interesting question now is, how Gödel's concept of positive properties relates to this specific notion of an ultrafilter? In Fig. 3 this question is answered in lines 62 to 67. First, in lines 62 to 65, the corresponding ultrafilter properties from above are verified for the notion of positive properties by automated theorem provers. Then in line 67 these results are combined to show that Gödel's notion of positive properties actually constitutes an ultrafilter.

The respective exploration is continued in lines 69 to 84 in Fig. 3. In lines 69 to 73 we introduce the ↓ operation. This operation is used to "rigidly intensionalise" (possibly) non-rigid intensional predicates/properties $\varphi$, by rigidly expanding their extension in the current world. In other words, the meaning of an intensional predicate in a given possible world is conveyed to all other possible worlds. As is verified by the construction of a countermodel in line 74 of Fig. 3, this generally leads to respectively modified, i.e. different, concepts. However, when we accordingly restrict Gödel's notion of positive properties to "rigidly intensionalised" properties only, see line 81, then we can prove that both notions actually coincide. It is thus obvious that the modified notion still constitutes an ultrafilter, see line 83.

### 3 Anderson's Variant

Anthony Anderson [3, 2] (see also the discussion in [9]) has carried out some reasonable modifications to Gödel's axioms in order to avoid the modal collapse; he also justified these modifications from a theological perspective. His central modification has to do with Gödel's first axiom A1, which postulates the restriction that a property (e.g. honesty) is positive if and only if its negation (e.g. dishonesty) is...
non-positive. Anderson notices that this requirement can be broken down into two different ones:

A1a The negation of a positive property is non-positive (negative) [if a property is positive, then its negation is not positive]

A1b Non-positive (negative) properties are negations of positive properties [if the negation of a property is not positive, then the property is positive]

This splitting of axiom A1 is analogous to what we also employed in line 12 of Fig. 2. However, there we postulated the contrapositives of the above formulations:

\begin{align*}
\text{A1a: } & \forall X. \; P (\rightarrow X) \rightarrow \neg (P \; X) \quad \text{and} \quad \text{A1b: } & \forall X. \; \neg (P \; X) \rightarrow P (\rightarrow X)
\end{align*}

### 3.1 Indifferent Properties

Anderson argues for keeping axiom A1a while getting rid of axiom A1b. He refers to the work of Chisholm and Sosa’s [16], in particular, their concept of “intrinsically good” states of affairs. They propose, amongst other principles, that: “If a state of affairs \( p \) is such that \( p \) is better than any state of affairs that is indifferent, then \( p \) is better than its negation.” [16, p. 246]. Anderson notices that by interpreting positive properties in the “moral aesthetic sense” (as arguably intended by Gödel [32]) we can relate \textit{mutatis mutandis} states of affairs consisting of exemplifications of positive properties with “good” states of affairs (i.e. “better” than their negations and better than other indifferent states of affairs). Conversely, we can easily argue for indifferent properties by analogy to the fact that there exist indifferent states of affairs (e.g. an object having a certain color, or a person having some neutral character trait), i.e., states of affairs which are not preferable to their negations and vice versa.

Thus, by dropping axiom A1b from his variant of Gödel’s argument, Anderson makes room for “indifferent” properties, that is, properties which are neither positive nor the negation of a positive property. Importantly, his variant still keeps axiom A1a (see line 10 in Fig. 4), hence the relation between positive properties and their negations becomes one-sided: negating a positive property (e.g. honesty) gives us always a non-positive (negative) property (e.g. dishonesty). However, negating a non-positive (negative) property (e.g. laziness) does not always give us a positive property. Furthermore, we get completely ‘indifferent’ properties if we reject the idea of defining non-positive properties as negative.

### 3.2 Essence and Godlikeness

Unsurprisingly, eliminating axiom A1b has a negative effect on the argument’s validity. In order to render the argument logically valid again, Anderson has to propose some modifications in the formalisation of the other sentences. In particular, he proposes a different definition of essence (which he calls essence\(^a\), and which we here call essA, resp. \( \varepsilon^A \)):
Figure 4: Anderson’s Emendation of Gödel’s Ontological Argument (to be continued in Fig. 5)

D2’ A property E is an essence ($\varepsilon^A$) of an individual x if and only if all of x’s necessary/essential properties are entailed by E and (conversely) all properties entailed by E are necessary/essential properties of x (cf. line 19 in Fig. 4).

The full verification of Anderson’s emendation of Gödel’s ontological argument in Isabelle/HOL can be found in Fig. 4. Note that the modal collapse is indeed not implied; cf. line 36, where Nitpick reports a countermodel.

Let us compare, for the sake of illustration, Anderson’s definition above with Gödel’s original one:

D2 A property E is an essence of an individual x if and only if all of x’s properties are entailed by E.

As we can see, Anderson’s definition D2’ is closer to Gödel’s in the sense
that it does not include Scott’s emendation (essences are actually exemplified by their individuals). On the other hand, Anderson’s essences no longer characterise individuals completely: an Anderson essence only entails an individual’s necessary/essential properties (not contingent/accidental ones). This is illustrated in Fig. 4 in line 30, where a countermodel is reported by the model finder Nitpick to corollary C1.

The above modification in the definition of essence is not the only one needed in order to validate the argument. There is in fact an additional change in nothing less than the definition of being Godlike.

D1’ Being Godlike is equivalent to having all and only the positive properties as necessary/essential properties (cf. line 9 in Fig. 4).

Compare this again with Gödel’s variant:

D1 Being Godlike is equivalent to having all positive properties.

Anderson argues for his choice in the following way [3]: “Having only positive properties is, I think, too much to ask. Of an indifferent property and its negation God must have one. But having all and only the positive properties as essential properties is plausibly definitive of divinity.”

Together, both amended definitions (essence and Godlikeness) suffice to fill the logical vacuum left after weakening axiom A1 (by dropping A1b), thus rendering the argument logically valid again. This, however, comes at the cost of introducing some vagueness in the conception of Godlikeness, since there may exist different individuals exemplifying the property of being Godlike, which only differ in ‘indifferent’ properties. Such logically informed considerations can provide a starting point for the analysis of further theological concepts like monotheism.

3.3 Modal Logic KB versus Modal Logic S5

We demonstrate here (cf. line 17 in Fig. 4) that Anderson’s variant is valid already in modal logic KB, and consequently also in the stronger modal logic S5. The modal collapse is avoided in KB, cf. line 36 in Fig. 4, and also in S5, cf. line 72 in Fig. 5, where respective countermodels are reported by the model finder Nitpick.

3.4 Positive Properties and Ultrafilters

By studying the relation of Anderson’s modified notion of positive properties \( P \) to ultrafilters, analogous to what we did for Gödel’s variant before, we gain some interesting further insights. Anderson’s positive properties, in contrast to Gödel’s, no longer constitute an ultrafilter, since the lemma/criterion helpC is now invalidated. This can be seen in lines 49 and 50 in Fig. 5, where countermodels are generated by the model finder Nitpick. However, the set of all rigidly intensionalised extensions of positive properties (in the given state of affairs), encoded as \( P' \), still constitutes an ultrafilter, just as it did in Gödel’s variant of the argument; cf. line 66 in Fig. 5. In Anderson’s argument, \( P \) and \( P' \) are thus not identical (cf. line 67), and only \( P' \) constitutes an ultrafilter.
Figure 5: Anderson’s Emendation of Gödel’s Ontological Argument (continued from Fig. 4).
4 Fitting’s Variant

Another variant of Gödel’s argument that avoids the modal collapse has been put forward by Melvin Fitting [19]. He addresses and studies a subtle ambiguity present in Gödel’s formal argument, which may seem quite surprising given that it has been constructed using a formal language. This ambiguity (which in fact has already been hinted at in Fig. 3, when we introduced \( P^* \)), concerns the question whether Gödel’s notion of positive properties is in fact intended to apply to extensions or intensions of properties. To better study this difference, Fitting (further) formalises Scott’s emendation in an intensional (higher-order) type theory supporting a proper encoding of both alternatives. To this end Fitting’s logic of formalisation (in contrast to Gödel’s) makes a crucial distinction between two kinds of types: intensional and extensional types. Terms with an intensional type refer to concepts like “the first person on the moon” or “being honest”, whereas terms with an extensional type refer to individuals or pluralities (i.e. sets of individuals). The subject(s) which exemplify intensional concepts (Neil Armstrong or the set of all honest people) may differ from one circumstance or possible world to the other; that is, it is easy to conceive an alternative world in which the term “the first person on the moon” refers to someone other than Neil Armstrong (perhaps some Russian cosmonaut). In contrast, the objects referred to by extensional terms are always constituted by the same objects, their size is fixed and their designated subjects are the same in all conceivable circumstances, they are thus said to “designate rigidly”. Arguably, proper names and enumerations of individuals belong to the category of extensional terms. Consider for example an alternative world in which John Smith happened to visit a different school in third grade as he actually did. If we want to defend the metaphysical view that in that world that person is still ‘our’ John Smith (although he exemplifies some different properties) we would be committed to the view that the term “John Smith” designates the person John Smith rigidly.

4.1 Positiveness and Essence

In Gödel’s variant, positiveness and essence are said to be second-order concepts or properties since they apply to first-order concepts. However, in Fitting’s variant they are intended to apply to extensional (and thus rigidly designating) terms. Actually, it is not entirely fair to say that this ambiguity is inherent to Gödel’s formalisation. It is rather a result of (further-)formalising Gödel’s argument using Fitting’s more complex logical theory. The distinction between intensional and extensional terms Fitting draws his analysis upon did not belong to the logician’s theoretical toolbox at the time of Gödel. Drawing on this example, we could argue that no matter how exactly and unambiguously we think we have formalised an argument, it is possible that someone comes in the future and, by (further-)formalising our argument in a more complex logic, draws some quite (at least for us) unexpected conclusions from it. It is difficult to tell what may have been the position of Gödel concerning the purported rigidity of positive or essential properties. From the above discussion, we know that Gödel’s axiom A4 entails the rigidity of positiveness (a second-order property). The rigidity of first-order properties is, however, far more philosophically controversial, particularly regarding character traits, since it implies that they are constitutive of the identity of an individual.

\[12\] Actually, it is not entirely fair to say that this ambiguity is inherent to Gödel’s formalisation. It is rather a result of (further-)formalising Gödel’s argument using Fitting’s more complex logical theory. The distinction between intensional and extensional terms Fitting draws his analysis upon did not belong to the logician’s theoretical toolbox at the time of Gödel. Drawing on this example, we could argue that no matter how exactly and unambiguously we think we have formalised an argument, it is possible that someone comes in the future and, by (further-)formalising our argument in a more complex logic, draws some quite (at least for us) unexpected conclusions from it.

\[13\] Fitting’s logic also allows for higher-order extensional terms referring to pluralities of pluralities (or sets of sets).

\[14\] It is difficult to tell what may have been the position of Gödel concerning the purported rigidity of positive or essential properties. From the above discussion, we know that Gödel’s axiom A4 entails the rigidity of positiveness (a second-order property). The rigidity of first-order properties is, however, far more philosophically controversial, particularly regarding character traits, since it implies that they are constitutive of the identity of an individual.
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Figure 6: Fitting’s Emendation of Gödel’s Ontological Argument (to be continued in Fig. 7).
How are we to make sense of this? One option is to say that, in his variant, Fitting takes the properties of essence and positiveness to apply to pluralities or sets of individuals (and no longer to concepts). Another option is to use the notion of a rigid property, a property that is exemplified by exactly the same individuals in all possible circumstances. Thus we can say that Fitting’s positiveness indeed applies to rigid properties.

In the case of essence (as defined by Gödel in D2) it may come as surprise to affirm that only rigid properties can be essences of individuals. Such a move is, however, even more controversial in the case of positiveness. In a nutshell, it implies that anything that is said to be positive in a “moral-aesthetic sense” (like e.g. being honest), is to be treated either as a rigid property or merely as a plurality of individuals. Consequently, those individuals which are said to be, say, honest are so necessarily (given that we take being honest as something positive). In other
words (by treating pluralities as rigid properties), if being honest is to be considered a positive property, then we have to accept that, for any actually honest individual x, an alternative world in which x is not honest would be inconceivable (i.e. we take honesty to be an indispensable, identity-constitutive character trait of x).

As shown above, in his effort to avoid the modal collapse (“any individual which has property P, has this property necessarily”), which has been metaphysically interpreted as implying a rejection of free will, Fitting has proposed a (further-)formalisation of Gödel’s argument in a more complex logic, which leaves Gödel/Scott’s original formalised argument largely unchanged up to an additional (implicit) weaker assumption: that any individual having some positive property (say, P) has this property necessarily; or, interpreted in Gödel’s “morally-aesthetic sense” [22], that positive character traits (moral virtues) are identity-constitutive.\(^{15}\)

4.2 Modal Logic KB versus Modal Logic S5

Also Fitting’s variant is valid already in modal logic KB, and consequently also in the stronger modal logic S5. As intended, the modal collapse is avoided, in logic KB and also in S5; cf. lines 44 and 75 in Fig. 7, where countermodels are reported by the model finder Nitpick.

4.3 Positive Properties and Ultrafilters

As already discussed above, the notion of positive properties has been restricted in Fitting’s argument to apply to rigid properties only. Technically, this can be seen in line 4 of Fig. 6 by noticing that constant symbol \(P\) now accepts argument properties of type \((e \Rightarrow \text{bool})\), instead of accepting arguments of the richer type \((e \Rightarrow i \Rightarrow \text{bool})\), as done in Gödel’s and Anderson’s variants. Thus, instead of considering pairs of individuals (terms of type \(e\)) and possible worlds (terms of type \(i\)) as arguments, the positive properties in Fitting apply to individuals only, i.e., they are independent of possible worlds. This has as a consequence that our notion of ultrafilter, which was defined on powersets of pairs of individuals and possible worlds before, can now be defined simply on powersets of individuals; cf. lines 56 to 64 of Fig. 7. And, as expected, Fitting’s notion of positive properties does indeed constitute an ultrafilter on the powerset of individuals (i.e. the set of rigid properties), cf. lines 65 to 70. This relates to the results on \(P'\) in the argument variants of Gödel/Scott and Anderson.

5 Summary and Outlook

Formal logical argumentation supported by modern interactive and automated theorem provers may indeed help to sharpen our conceptual understanding of religious

\(^{15}\)This kind of (first-order) essentialist ideas about what constitute a person’s identity have a long history and have enjoyed some popularity among philosophers, particularly, in the European middle ages. In contemporary mainstream philosophy, however, they are quite unpopular. The fact that they are implied by his emendation of Gödel’s argument is indeed never discussed by Fitting in his book [19], so it is not clear if he would have endorsed them.
notions and assumptions. In this paper we have demonstrated this claim by summarising and (re-)formalising the results of various previous experimental studies within a common formal representation framework. Some novel experiments have been added. In particular, we have shown and illustrated that the ontological arguments by Gödel/Scott, Anderson and Fitting differ in the precise notion of positive properties they assume, and that these differences are well reflected when studying the detailed relations of these notions to the set-theoretic concept of an ultrafilter.

We are convinced that the technology we have employed and demonstrated in this paper can foster a deeper and significantly sharpened mathematical understanding of fundamental concepts and definitions as typically addressed in the domain of ontological arguments. However, methodologically our approach is by no means limited to this domain, and it scales for many similar applications. From the perspective of the topical spectrum of the AISSQ conference, we hope that our technology, in the future, can contribute to a better and more precise understanding of cross-religious theological concepts and foster a better intercultural understanding based on rigorous formalisation, verification, assessment and comparison.

On a more concrete basis, we have verified in this paper that consistent, abstract rational theories for Godlikeness which imply the necessary existence of God, are possible. While the Gödel/Scott variant requires us to accept the modal collapse (determinism/no free will) as a corollary, this is not the case for Anderson’s and Fitting’s variants. Moreover, neither of the variants by Gödel/Scott, Anderson and Fitting require the use of the (often criticised) strong modal logic S5. As we have shown, all of them are already valid in the weaker modal logic KB.
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